INSTRUCTIONS FOR FRONT MOUNT KIT 40162
1997-2006 JEEP WRANGLER TJ

TOOLS NEEDED: T-55 TORX WRENCH
¼” FLATHEAD SCREW DRIVER

PARTS SUPPLIED: 1- FRONT MOUNT ASSY.
4- ¼"X1/2" SCREW
1- HITCH PIN W/CLIP

STEP 1: Remove fasteners and license plate from bumper and set aside.

STEP 2: Remove existing torx bolts that attach bumper to frame. There are four bolts on top and two on the bottom. Use care to ensure bumper does not slide off vehicles frame. The torx bolts will be reused later. NOTE: SOME VEHICLES ARE EQUIPED WITH TOW HOOKS MOUNTED TO TOP OF BUMPER WITH THE SAME TORX BOLT USED TO ATTACH BUMPER TO FRAME. REMOVE HOOKS AND SET ASIDE TO REINSTALL LATER.

STEP 3: Slide front mount assembly over front of bumper and align holes. Again, be careful so front mount and bumper does not fall off frame while aligning the holes and inserting the torx bolts. If tow hooks were removed, place them on top of front mount in line with holes. Now insert all bolts first, then tighten all bolts securely.

STEP 4: Reinstall license plate using four new fasteners supplied with kit.

REUSE ORIGINAL BUMPER BOLTS (6)
LICENSE PLATE
(4) ¼” X ½” SLOTTHEAD SCREWS
HITCH PIN W/CLIP